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Delivering on my unique freight
needs. Check.
Give your business a competitive advantage with Purolator Freight®, offering premium services,
including individual skid-level tracking for your less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments. Our suite of
specialized online tools gives you maximum control over your orders, helping you effectively
manage your inventory in transit and the needs of your customers with greater precision. With
the resources, support and coast-to-coast coverage of Canada’s largest courier company, we
will help take your business wherever it needs to go.
NEW – Purolator Freight now available on ESO, our online shipping solution.
For more information about Purolator Freight, visit purolator.com/freight

purolator.com/freight

Taking Stock

Happy with your job?

W

hen talking salaries and careers, it’s easy
to assume money trumps all. If you pay
people well they’ll be happy. I mean, who doesn’t
want more money?
If you look at the 2011 Salary Survey report on
page 18, you’ll see salaries have indeed gone up.
Overall, the average salary for supply chain professionals hit $82,800 this year. That’s more than last
year’s average of $81,000, representing a 2.2-percent increase.
But the rise doesn’t mean an enormous jump
from the previous year; it appears to be an increase
in line with the cost-of-living rise many employees
see each year. Not surprisingly, those who made
more money were happier with their salaries. But
one thing that really struck me among respondents
was that 87 percent said they were satisfied (with
27 percent saying “very satisfied”) with their sup-

ply chain positions overall. That’s up marginally from 2010, when 86 percent
said they were satisfied (and 24 percent said “very satisfied”).
That strikes me as a pretty impressive number of people who like what
they do. My guess is part of the reason for the high satisfaction is the growing recognition the field now garners from the executive levels. All told, 76
percent of respondents said their organizations now realize business couldn’t
function without them. Also, 71 percent said during the last year the supply
chain role has increased in influence with senior management—up from 57
percent in 2010.
The more recognition you get, the more satisfied you’re bound to be.
What better recognition than senior management realizing that what you
do has intrinsic value?
I predict the recognition supply chain professionals have seen will continue to grow. The field has become more complex, the demands higher.
Just as much as salary, supply chain
professionals should look to that recognition as evidence of the rising profile
of their profession.
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A

ttendees can look forward to a broad scope of topics
and equipment at a new trade show next year, courtesy
of the Material Handling Industry of America (MHIA).
MODEX 2012 will hit the Georgia World Congress
Centre in Atlanta from February 6 to 8, 2012. MHIA
spokesperson Carol Miller says while the event is similar
to ProMat—MODEX 2012 will provide a look beyond
material handling equipment.
Alberto Alemán Zubieta
“We’ve done some research with our attendees; they
wanted a more comprehensive viewpoint of the entire
supply chain and the whole manufacturing process
through distribution, through end use and disposal,”
Miller says. “They wanted the whole process, not just the
inside of the building, but also outside the four walls—
touching more on transportation, supply chain topics
and solutions. We took that information and tried to
figure out how best we could develop an event, knowing Rick Blasgen
that material handling and logistics is our core.”
ProMat takes place every odd-numbered year, while
MODEX will be held every even-numbered year.
MHIA says MODEX 2012 will be one of the biggest
expositions of supply chain, distribution and manufacturing solutions in the Americas in 2012. The show will
offer supply chain efficiency solutions, learning opportunities and information though product and services
showcases from more than 500 providers from industry, Donald Ratliff
commerce and government. The 150,000sqf floor will be
divided into three solution-specific sections: fulfillment and delivery, IT
and manufacturing and assembly. Technologies and products to be exhibited
will include:
• Material handling equipment and systems;
• Automated storage and retrieval systems;
• Personnel/burden carriers;
• Racks, forklifts and batteries;
• Conveyors and sortation equipment;
• Dock and warehouse equipment and supplies;
• Sustainable facility and supply chain solutions; and
• Enterprise resource planning and transportation management systems.
continues on page 6
5

SupplyChainScan
continued from page 5
Along with the exhibits, the show will feature the MODEX 2012
Educational Conference. The conference will offer seminars and keynote
speakers focusing on the latest equipment and system innovations and
applications, along with supply chain and manufacturing trends.
“We’ll have three keynotes (demonstrating) the supply chain focus,” says
Miller. “When I say supply chain I also mean manufacturing. It’s manufacturing and supply chain, the entire process of getting the goods from the
beginning of the manufacturing process through use and disposal.”
The show’s first day will feature a keynote address from Rick Blasgen,
CEO of the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP),
who will talk about the state of logistics and supply chain management. The
following day, Alberto Alemán Zubieta, CEO of the Panama Canal Authority,
will present a keynote on the canal’s expansion and its impact on supply
chains, supply chain infrastructure and global trade. The final day’s keynote

speech will come from Dr Don Ratliff of the
Georgia Tech Supply Chain & Logistics Institute.
He will address supply chain and logistics performance and its impact on trade.
MODEX will also feature 17 education partners
that will present a variety of education and networking events during the show, Miller says. Those partners include the Department of Commerce, NIOSH,
Georgia Tech and CSCMP. “It’s added value for the
attendee, making it a one-stop shop for manufacturing and supply chain information.”
There’s no cost to attend the show or educational sessions, and free online registration is
available. To learn more about MODEX 2012, visit
www.modexshow.com.

Sendai Airport reopens
Sendai Airport in Northeastern Japan reopened on September 25 with
the resumption of scheduled international flights. The airport was severely
damaged—including the runway and terminal facilities—in the earthquake and tsunami of March 11. Scheduled international flights serving

four other routes will resume between October
and March. Regular domestic flights to and
from the airport resumed July 25, and international charter service restarted in July.

Benchmarks
MichaelsStoresInchasnamedMitsuiOSKLinesone
ofitstoptwotransportationpartnersfor2011.The
companymadetheannouncementatits14thAnnual
VendorCEOSummit.Michaelsownsandoperates
morethan1,050storesacrossCanadaandtheUS.
MitsuitransportsmerchandiseforMichaelsStoresto
portsworldwideandmanagesintermodaltransportto
inlandpoints.
MenloWorldwideLogistics’sChemicalGrouphasbeen
approvedasaResponsibleCarePartnerbytheAmeri-
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canChemistryCouncil.Withthisdesignation,Menlo’s
ChemicalGroupjoinscompanieswhoelecttoadhere
torecognizedindustrystandards,promotingthesafe
storage,handlingandtransportofchemicals.
TMWSystemsawardedCardinalHostedLogisticsits
TMWSuite2011TechnologyAward.Cardinal,adivisionofCardinalLogisticsManagementCorporation,
receivedtheawardatTransforum2011,TMWSystems’
annualUserConferenceandExhibitioninDallas,Texas.
Cardinalprovidescontractcarriageand3PLservices.
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WORLD-CLASS DESIGN AND AFFORDABILITY
ARE NOW IN THE SAME VEHICLE.
The 2012 Chrysler 200, 300 and Town & Country are the perfect choice for any executive. They represent craftsmanship, with available finely
stitched leather-faced seating and premium soft-touch surfaces. They’ve been designed to blend classic lines with chrome accents, giving each
model a unique look of its own. But if you really want to see what makes these vehicles special, you need look no further than the price.

†Based on Ward’s 2011 segmentation.
¤Based on 2011 EnerGuide Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resources Canada.
Transport Canada test methods used. Your actual fuel consumption may vary. 2011 Chrysler 200 LX – Hwy: 8.9L/100 km and City: 13.0L/100 km.

BEST-IN-CLASS POWER†

All three vehicles come with a technically
advanced 3.6L Pentastar VVT V6 engine,
delivering 283 HP and 260 lb-ft of torque.
TM

MORE FUEL-EFFICIENT

All vehicles offer fuel efficiency up to 42 MPG
Hwy (6.8 L/100 km)¤ without any loss in power.

SAFETY YOU CAN COUNT ON

Each vehicle is equipped with great safety
and security features, including multi-stage
air bags, anti-theft immobilizer, active front
head restraints and Electronic Stability Control.

www.fleetchrysler.ca

CFT_M_11_1140C_FAMILY.indd 1

1.800.463.3600
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Supply Chain Scan

Automating to boost performance
MM&D Staff
Top-rank shippers have used transportation spend management solutions and
process improvements to control costs and maintain high carrier and freight
performance levels, says a recent survey from research firm Aberdeen Group.
The report, Integrated Transportation in a Capacity Constrained Global
Market, notes the best-performing companies were able to decrease their
baseline freight spend by 2.5 percent over last year as well as complete 97
percent of orders on time. Also contributing to their success, those companies measured their performance an average of 68 times a year, compared
to the industry average of 20 times (and 15 times for industry laggards), the
report notes. Through their efforts, they were able to reduce transportation
cost per handled unit by 2.5 percent.
“The two biggest problems companies face, despite the availability of technology and solutions, are the lack of ability to tightly control transportation costs
and the lack of ability to compete for constricted capacity,” the report notes.
More than 53 percent of survey respondents wanted better visibility into
their costs, with over 51 percent investing in technology to gain better shipment status visibility. Overall, 65 percent are looking to invest in processes
or technology over the next 12 months.
What are best-in-class firms doing so well? The survey reveals they’re more
than twice as likely to automate functions such as multi-shipper continuous
move inbound-outbound transactions and information exchange between
suppliers and inbound carriers. They were also more likely to automate freight
audit, dynamic supplier routing instructions and Customs filings.
As well, collaboration is key. More than 70 percent of companies indicated
collaboration was important to their supply chain strategy. “When it comes
to process, companies of all classes have begun to harness technology in a
collaborative fashion both internal and external to the organization,” the
report reads. “But the best-in-class are doing a superior job.”
The report showed companies shared characteristics across five categories:
process; organization; knowledge management; technology; and performance

management. Best-in-class firms routinely came out
on top in each one.
For example, in terms of process the report
notes the highest-performing firms were more
likely to be able to make supplier-distribution
network realignments and respond almost in realtime to events. In terms of organizational management, best-in-class companies more often had a
well-equipped staff, skilled in dynamic routing
of international shipments, and they also shared
shipping schedules with other companies.
For knowledge management, best-in-class
companies had warehouses that boasted visibility
into outbound freight schedules and customer
service visibility of those schedules for improved
order promising. Those companies were also more
likely to use various technologies, such as supply
chain visibility software, b2b collaboration software and contract management software.
“It’s truly a combination of superior and balanced performance across each of the sections
that denote the overall level of transportation
success,” the report said.
The report suggests strategies to improve performance. For example, industry laggards can
improve staff proficiency in areas such as global
dynamic routing. As well, companies that fall within
the “average” category can work on collaboration.
“Collaborating to combine data into a global view
will greatly increase spend analysis, value-add opportunities and, finally, sharing with external partners
will drive better performance,” the report said.

STORAGE SOLUTIONS...
CHOOSE YOUR FIT
Whether you operate a dedicated or multi-user
facility, Twinlode has a racking system to fit your
needs… designed to perform… built to last…
priced to compete. We know racking – put our
expertise to work for you.
• Drive-In/Drive-Thru
• Push Back
• Pallet Flow
• Selective Rack
• Full Service (analysis, design, support, integration)
Twinlode Canada

Call today to double
your options
1-888-456-1307
info@twinlode.ca

110 Frobisher Dri ve, Waterloo, Ontario N2V 2G7 Tel: 519-746-1112 • Fax: 519-746-3049 • www.twinlode.ca

Supply Chain Scan
Global Focus
Panalpina opens Jaipur branch in India
Panalpina has opened a new branch office in the city
of Jaipur, India. Jaipur has a large number of companies
that export construction material, automotive products,
handicrafts, jewellery and carpets.
The Jaipur branch has been opened to meet increased
customer demands. The city is being developed as a
multiproduct special economic zone (SEZ) with exclusive
zones for light engineering, handicraft, gems and jewellery
and apparel companies. While Jaipur is recognized as the
crafts capital of India with well-established handicrafts,
textiles, furniture, gems and jewelry industries, it is also
home to many companies in the automotive, electronics
and manufactured goods sectors. Panalpina is well-known
globally for providing specialized solutions to companies
operating in various industries including Telecom,
Automotive and Hi-Tech.
New FIATA director general has been selected
FIATA (the international freight forwarders association)
has selected Marco Sorgetti to fill the post of director
general. On January 1, he will succeed Marco
Sangaletti who has managed the FIATA Secretariat
for almost 15 years and will retire this year. Sorgetti
is currently the director general of CLECAT, FIATA’s
sister organization for Europe.
Humanitarian response lab launched
MIT has launched a Humanitarian Response Lab
with the mission to meet human needs with more
efficient public, non-profit and private supply
chains capable of responding to unexpected, largescale demand. Dr. Jarrod Goentzel is director of
the lab, which is located within the MIT Center for
Transportation & Logistics.
The lab will carry out research in a number of
areas. Initial projects will focus on supply chain
performance measurement, transportation
procurement, inventory positioning, information
management, and decision-making processes.
Graduate and undergraduate students, faculty
and research staff will work directly with leaders
from the United Nations, government and nongovernment organizations, as well as the private
sector to improve the utilization of scarce resources
to meet human needs.
There are three primary reasons for launching
the lab, said Goentzel. First, the humanitarian
sector is beginning to formalize a professional
approach to supply chain management, similar to
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the evolution of private sector supply chains over the
past 30 years. Second, the explosive growth in the
use of communications technologies such as mobile
phones and social media, as well as readily accessible
satellite imagery, offers new opportunities to better
prioritize and move critical commodities during a
crisis. Finally, the humanitarian sector has never been
more dynamic and challenging to coordinate thanks to
the increasing number of participants at the national,
non-government organization (NGO), and individual
volunteer levels, and the increasing complexity of
global supply networks.
Maersk Line tests new exhaust gas cleaning system
As part of its drive to reduce sulphur emissions from its
fleet towards zero, Maersk Line will test a new exhaust
gas cleaning system. The advanced scrubbing system
is developed by BELCO and designed for installation
at Maersk Line and Maersk Tankers vessels. The high
efficiency technology is said to be able to cut SOx
emissions by more than 97 percent.

Supply Chain Scan

Indian Ocean piracy prompts industry action

Since the crisis off the coast of Somalia began to escalate in 2008, more than
3,000 seafarers have so far been kidnapped and held for ransom, enduring
months of captivity in appalling conditions. The financial cost to the shipping industry has rapidly escalated with ransom payments rising—in one
case reportedly approaching US$10 million for a single ship and its crew.
Piracy is already estimated to cost the global economy US$12 billion a
year. If more companies divert their ships around the Cape of Good Hope,
this will have an ever greater impact on inventories and costs throughout
the whole supply chain.
The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), which represents shipowner
associations in 36 countries, is frustrated that governments in those nations
with the largest military navies in the region are showing little willingness
to increase resources enough to actually stem the problem. The ICS claims
many governments appear to be tolerating the current level of piracy.
The organization, in conjunction with seafarers’ unions, is spearheading
a “Save our Seafarers” (SOS) campaign. The campaign seeks to raise awareness of the human and economic costs of piracy and increase the political
will to tackle the problem. It asks governments to take a firmer stance on
piracy by prioritizing six key actions:
>

Panalpina is leasing two new-generation Boeing 747-8F
aircraft. The planes produce 12-percent less CO2 emissions
than their predecessors and will be first used for temperature-controlled healthcare cargo.

1. Reducing the effectiveness of the easily-identifiable pirate motherships.
2. Authorizing naval forces to hold pirates and
deliver them for prosecution and punishment.
3. Fully criminalizing all acts of piracy and intent to
commit piracy under national laws, in accordance
with their mandatory duty to co-operate to suppress piracy under international conventions.
4. Increasing naval assets available in this area.
5. Providing greater protection and support for
seafarers.
6. Tracing and criminalizing the organizers and
financiers behind the criminal networks.
For more information about the campaign
visit: www.saveourseafarers.com.
>

Purolator International is now a certified partner in the US Department of
Homeland Security’s Customs-Trade
Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT) program. Purolator will work
closely with its own business partners
to develop new security processes
consistent with C-TPAT guidelines.

Is your 3PL included?
It’s time to update your listing in MM&D’s 3PL Finder.
The 2012 print edition is coming in February – don’t miss
your chance to have your company’s capabilities listed.
For more information and to request a sign-up form
please email the publisher, Emily Atkins at
eatkins@bizinfogroup.ca.

>

SLT30AC
VNA Swingmast®

The new China Southern Airlines (CSA) cargo
service has begun flying goods from Vancouver International Airport to Shanghai four
times a week. The new service will create the
equivalent of about 40 full-time jobs in the
airline industry, as well as other indirect jobs
in Canada’s export industries. The new service is the first dedicated cargo service from
Canada to mainland China.

Stacking Aisle 56” (1.42M)
Handling Pallets 48” x 40” (1.2M x 1M)
Longer Run Time per Shift
Lower Maintenance Costs
Save on Space and Increase Productivity
SLT30AC

Done Deals
VistaLogix Global LLC of Pennsylvania has been
named an IBM global reseller of the IBM Sterling
Transportation Management System (IBM TMS). IBM
TMS is an on-demand SaaS transportation solution.
DHL Global Forwarding, an air and sea freight
provider within the Deutsche Post DHL Group, and
Lufthansa Cargo have changed the ownership of
their 50/50 joint venture, LifeConEx. The end-toend life sciences cold chain logistics provider is now
a 100-percent DHL subsidiary.
Kenco, a Tennessee-based provider of integrated
logistics solutions, real estate services and materials
handling equipment, is expanding the warehouse
space it manages for Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters Inc at a new location in Robbinsville, NJ.
Robotics developer Seegrid has partnered with
Cisco-Eagle Inc, a materials handling solutions
provider to bring robotic industrial truck solutions
to Cisco-Eagle customers. Seegrid provides robotic
vision-guided technology, allowing unmanned
vehicles to be operate without the need for wire,
tape, laser or other guidance systems.
Forte, an Ohio-based distribution consulting and
systems integration firm, has been selected by
Destination Maternity Corporation, Honeywell
International and Maui Jim Inc for its supply chain
consulting services.
CYBRA Corporation, developer of a suite of
barcoding, RFID and marking products, has
appointed Life IT as a reseller and development
partner. Life IT will resell CYBRA’s products and
integrate barcode and RFID technology for supply
chain and warehouse customers across the UK,
Finland, Sweden, Holland and Germany.
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Two capacities
3,000 lbs. (1,363 kg) at 24”
(600mm) Load Center
3,500 lbs. (1,590 kg) at 24”
(600mm) Load Center
• Triple and Quad Masts with Lift Heights to
26’ (7.92M)
• AC Traction Motor/Controller, Hydraulic Motor/
Controller, Electronic Steering
• 110 FPM Lift Speed and 7 MPH Travel Speed
• 90º Rotating Mast and 20” (500mm) Shift For Easy
Load Insertion and Retrieval
• Wire Guidance Available for “Steer Free” Very
Narrow Aisle Performance
• 3 Wheel, Rear Wheel Driven

LANDOLL CORPORATION
MATERIAL HANDLING PRODUCT DIVISION
1900 North Street · Marysville, KS 66508
785-562-5381 · Fax 785-562-4853

mhpsales@landoll.com . 800-428-5655
WWW.LANDOLL.COM/MHP
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Get your
Get
your profi
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ts
out of
out
of neutral.
neutral.
No matter the size of your fleet; when you’re running efficiently,
you’re seeing more profit. With Shaw Tracking’s proven results,
your operation will reach its optimal performance level.
Our Performance Monitoring with Fuel Manager ensures you can
track both your driver and vehicle performance to achieve:
■ Up to $4,800 in fuel savings annually per truck
(up to $400 per month) with every (0.50) MPG improvement.
■ A minimum of $1,250 in tire savings per truck with the
elimination of hard braking and speeding.
■ Drivers with safe and efficient driving habits imperative for
CVOR and CSA 2010 ratings.
So if you’re wondering if Shaw Tracking is right for you, ask yourself:
With greater control over your profitability, can you afford to go
without it?
Call 1.800.478.9511 or visit SHAWTRACKING.CA

24/7/365SERVICE
TSX 60 / NYSE

ADVERTISING FEATURE

CHARTING THE
CHARTING
THE COURSE
COURSE TO
TO PROFIT
PROFIT
I
n today’s tough economy, transport companies
are facing more challenges than ever. Factors
like higher fuel prices, shrinking margins,
and reduced shipping opportunities are forcing
organizations to do even more with less. But
in doing so, some organizations discover they
don’t have the internal resources needed to
properly assess, manage and achieve the
new expected level of performance. Luckily,
they can look to Shaw Tracking to provide
these resources. Shaw Tracking’s Professional
Services team can assist in the deployment
of technology and help manage operations in
order to take greater control over profits.

Professional Services Support
The opportunity for increased control over
profits comes from implementing new
technology within an organization’s current
operations. As with any new technology, it
is common to question the most effective
method of calculating its Return on Investment
(ROI). The solution? Set up benchmarks prior
to rolling out the technology against which
the ROI can be measured. This is why Shaw
Tracking’s Professional Services has made its
mandate as follows: To provide organizations
with a proven methodology and the tools to
effectively measure the greatest potential
for ROI. Shaw Tracking understands that the
groundwork must be laid before putting all of an
organization’s benefits and costs into any given
profit-driven formula. After all, every formula
is as unique as the business it’s coming
from. Shaw Tracking’s Professional Services’
step-by-step method to calculating true,
attainable ROI provides:
■ succinct and complete project definitions
■ the scope and boundaries of the project
■ the ‘soft benefits’ made tangible and
quantifiable in monetary terms
■ a solid, water-proof line of argument and
attainable ROI document
■ a sensitivity analysis of final results probability
and the major risk factors that impact it

Automated Hours of Service
Shaw Tracking offers fleet managers the
tools they need to accurately monitor and
assess their performance, efficiency, safety,
compliance, driver and truck information,
all in near real-time. The Hours of Service
application uses the electronic on-board
recorder (EOBR) embedded in the MCP100
hardware solution, and complies with
Canadian and US regulations.
This technology allows for improved dispatch
decisions, increased productivit y and
maximized miles per truck per day. As such,
the Shaw Tracking Hours of Service application
was designed as a proactive management
tool, enabling fleets to optimize their dispatch
assignments by providing accurate, near realtime driver availability information to the load
planning process.
As a web-based sof tware ser vice, the
information is delivered to the dispatch system
via a web interface. It can also be viewed
online with a web browser. This automated
record-keeping system helps reduce costs
by eliminating the use of paper logs and

by mitigating the driver violations and
fines associated with non-compliance.
Additionally, the Hours of Service application
runs on the OmniTRACS platform, which
minimizes the need for up-front investment
and driver training.
Proven Results
Over the past year, Shaw Tracking’s Professional
Services has delivered proven results and
greater profits to many new and existing
customers. On average, the following results
have been delivered:
■ an average savings of $929,955 annually
per customer
■ an average savings of $6,461 per truck
per year

So if you’re wondering whether Shaw Tracking is
right for you, ask yourself this:
With greater control over your operations and
profits, can you afford to go without it?
Call 1.800.478.9511 or visit SHAWTRACKING.CA
for more information.

Supply Chain Scan
Movers + Shakers
Michael Fowler is now general manager of the
International Business Division of SATO Corporation.
Fowler succeeds Kaz Matsuyama to become SATO
Corporation’s first non-Japanese general manager.
Harry Drajpuch is the new president
and CEO of Weber Logistics. Drajpuch
has more than 30 years of experience
in the third-party logistics industry.

Harry Drajpuch

Deacom Inc has promoted Amanda
Mackedanz to vice-president of sales.
Mackedanz joined the company in
2010 as senior product consultant.

The Canadian Society of Custom Brokers has named
Melanie Bedard chairperson of its board of directors.
Bedard has nearly 30 years experience in Customs
brokerage. She has served on the CSCB national

board since 2009 and has held several positions, such
as secretary treasurer, and chairperson of the Quebec
region committee.
George Prest has been appointed CEO of the Material
Handling Industry of America (MHIA), and will succeed
John Nofsinger on
December 31, 2011.
Previously he served
as president of the
Rack Manufacturers
Institute and the
Material Handling
Education Foundation,
as executive chairman John Nofsinger
George Prest
of the Material
Handling Industry and on the manufacturers board
of advisors of the Material Handling Equipment
Distributors Association (MHEDA).
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Launching October: 2011OIPMAC and HSCN present
the Healthcare Certificate in Strategic Sourcing
Managing Strategic Sourcing in healthcare organizations. Topics studied
include strategic market analysis and SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats analysis), the sourcing process, critical
components of sourcing, spend analysis, contract analysis, product
standardization, competitive and non-competitive sourcing, contract
award and management, sustainability and total cost of ownership,
and customer/supplier relationship management. Activities include
interactive assignments, discussions and case studies, and will draw
upon the collective knowledge of the participants and the instructor to
deliver real value and know-how to healthcare organizations.
For OIPMAC members who hold the Certified Supply Chain
Management Professional (CSCMP) designation, this Certificate is
worth 15 continuous professional development maintenance credits.

This new, interactive 13-week online program is specifically tailored
for mid- to senior-level procurement/sourcing specialists in the
healthcare sector looking to take their career to the next level.
OIPMAC (Ontario Institute of the Purchasing Management
Association of Canada) and HSCN (Healthcare Supply Chain Network)
recognize there is a need for healthcare-specific supply chain training
not available in other supply chain or procurement training offerings.
In responding to the need, we have developed a joint OIPMACHSCN Healthcare Certificate in Strategic Sourcing that provides
procurement/sourcing professionals in healthcare organizations
such as hospitals, shared services organizations, CCACs and GPOs
with a basic framework for approaching strategic sourcing initiatives.
The Certificate will deliver state of the art, leading practice tools to
enhance the skills of procurement professionals in delivering value to
their organizations.
The Healthcare Certificate in Strategic Sourcing, launching early
October 2011, will be delivered in an interactive online format over 13
weeks, and will cover Fundamentals, Understanding, Deciding and

For more information and announcements about the
Certificate from OIPMAC and HSCN, please visit us on line at
www.oipmac.ca or www.hscn.org

The Rules and Regulations of International Trade are constantly changing…
Come and learn from experts at the CIFFA half-day Workshops
Letters of Credit
Toronto - October 6
Montreal – October 19

Cargo Insurance
Montreal - October 20

Incoterms 2010
Toronto - October 6
Montreal – October 19
Online – November 23-24

Essentials of Exporting
Toronto - October 5
Online – December 7-8

Pricing, registration and calendar information at: www.ciffa.com/education_topical.asp.
Contact education@ciffa.com 416-234-5100 (225)

Corporate SCM On-Site Training
The Ontario Institute of PMAC offers an extensive range of Supply
Chain Management and SCM-related leadership and skills development training programs, specifically tailored to meet the needs of
your business. Our education programs will help enhance the
professional competence and strategic perspective of your supply
chain management team, through various interactive workshops,
seminars, group discussions, short lectures, exercises and case
studies. Our programs will help your organization maximize its
potential and help you increase productivity.
For more information contact us at info@oipmac.ca or visit us
online at http://www.oipmac.ca/EducationAccreditation.aspx

Topics Covered Include:
•
•
•
•

Ethics
Negotiations
Strategic Planning

Law (contract, RFP, etc.)

Contact us today: 1-877-726-6968

•
•

Global Supply Chain
SCM Finance

•
•

Project Management
and many more

•

Leadership and Professionalism

TM

Ports look ahead
News from Canada’s ocean gateways

Even in the midst of still unsettled economic times, Canada’s ports are providing some positive news.
Deanna Rosolen reviews activity at the majors.

Port Metro Vancouver
Development
As international demand for Canadian commodities
grows, the Port Metro Vancouver is making enhancements to ensure it’s ready to support the need for increased
capacity. The port is collaborating with government and
industry on 17 separate landside projects in three distinct
trade areas: the Roberts Bank Rail Corridor, the North
Shore Trade Area and the South Shore Trade Area.
The developments include the Deltaport Third Berth.
It opened in 2010 and with its three new quad cranes
will increase cargo-handling capacity at Deltaport by up
to 50 percent. There are nine projects worth $307 million
in the Roberts Bank Rail Corridor Initiative. Six projects
in the North Shore Trade Area initiative will be worth
$283 million. The two projects of the South Shore Trade
Area initiative will cost $127 million.
The Deltaport Terminal—an estimated $200-million
project announced in September—is expected to create
600 to 800 jobs and long-term economic opportunities
for the region. The project involves a new overpass and
reconfigured rail track on the existing Deltaport terminal,
additional track to support train movements at the terminal, and road improvements on Deltaport Way.
Labour and reliability
The British Columbia
Maritime
Employers
Association and the
International Longshore
and Warehouse Union
(Canada) ratified an eightyear labour agreement, through March 2018. This contract
delivers certainty for current and future port customers.
Sustainability
This year, the port issued its first Sustainability Report,
The Way Forward. The port has received international
sustainability awards including the Globe 2010 ecoFreight
Award for Sustainable Transportation, the International
Sustainable Shipping Award and the Association of
Engineers and Professional Geoscientists Award of
Excellence 2010 for shore power.
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Hamilton Port Authority
Investment
Ian Hamilton, vice-president of the Hamilton Port Authority,
says the HPA and its partners have a 10-year plan to invest
about $500 million in the port. At this point, the port is
about 40 percent of the way there. Some of that investment
includes upgrading rail services and dock facilities.
Some of the money is also going toward diversifying
the port’s cargo away from its core business, which is steel,
says Hamilton. In fact, one of the biggest trends he sees
is the port “becoming a much more important hub for
agricultural products.”
Part of the shift is driven by the construction of a new
$35-million terminal with Parrish & Heimbecker. The
terminal, which opened this year, has two storage domes
each with a capacity of 28,000 tons of grain. It allows Ontario
farmers to store their agricultural product and then load it
onto vessels, allowing access to international markets.
The port has another grain-handling facility, Richardson
International, but Hamilton says the second terminal provides customers with more choice. Richardson has also
committed to upgrading its facility. The port also handles
fertilizers through Sylvite Canada and Agrico Canada Ltd.
Both of these companies also have investment plans.
Hamilton says the port is also seeing growth in liquid
bulk materials and has three strong liquid bulk terminals,
each of which has an aggressive growth strategy.
McAsphalt Industries Limited has also built a $35-million facility to produce bitumen (used to make asphalt,
tarmac and roads). The terminal is scheduled to open
this fall. McAsphalt will be producing the product on
site to ship abroad or to be used locally.
Hamilton says the port also expects to be announcing a
container service within the next few months. “We see containers as a big growth opportunity for both ourselves and
all Great Lake ports,” he says. 
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Port of Toronto

The Port of Toronto has primarily dealt in traditional marine
cargo for many years. But the port is now moving toward
dealing mostly with
high-value project
cargo and positioning itself as a construction materials
distribution and
warehousing centre
for the downtown
Toronto construction market.
The port is also
now using 100-percent renewable electricity provided by
Bullfrog Power.

Port of Montreal

The 2010-2011 period was a busy time at the Port of
Montreal. In 2010, the port invested—with federal assistance—$38 million in several improvements.
Improvements
Among the projects was a new common entry portal for
trucks and 27 checkpoints now equipped with the latest
OCR and video technologies—both of which are helping to
better manage cargo flow and security. Another project was
the construction of a new electrical substation that made it
possible to add new gantry cranes at the terminals. The port
also extended its third international container terminal so
that it can accommodate two ships longer than 270m.
The port also increased its refrigerated container
capacity. In 2010, the port built five new structures that
could accommodate 48 sockets and a sixth was built this
year, bringing the total capacity to 288 outlets. The port
also purchased two more multiple-generator (GenSet)
locomotives in 2011.
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Port of Halifax

Over the past five years, the Halifax Port Authority
has invested more than $100 million in port enhancements and the private sector has invested approximately
$250 million, says Michele Peveril, senior manager,
strategic relations.
Two of the improvements are a $35-million project
at one of the port’s container terminals to extend the
pier. This will mean two Super-Post Panamax container
vessels could fit at the same time. The other project is
an investment of $73 million in infrastructure improvements at its breakbulk terminal, allowing the port to
handle cargo of any weight and configuration. The cost
for these two projects is being shared with the federal
government. Peveril adds that the port invests on average $20 million each year for port upgrades.

Diversifying trade lanes
Peveril says the port has increasingly become a gateway
for Asian trade. In the past five years more than 40 percent
of the cargo handled in Halifax is either from Asia or
destined for Asia.
“When you look at a world map, it may not be obvious
that the Port of Halifax could serve as a trade gateway
for Asia,” says Peveril. Yet the port has emerged as an
“ideal complement” to Pacific gateway ports, he says. Once
product lands, the port can provide competitive, quick
service inland to markets in Quebec, Ontario and the
US Midwest.
Rail service
The port was also the first in Canada to sign a level of service
agreement with CN. The agreement outlines clear performance standards for CN, the Halifax Port Authority and
the terminal operators. “We have seen that tracking operational data daily and the daily discussions ensure that we
have very competitive dwell times—so the container moves
quickly from the ship out of the port onto rails. That’s
something that over time has made it easier for shippers
moving through Halifax,” says Peveril.
MM&D
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Salaries edge up again this year
You may have noticed the worst effects of the recession have been easing off. You may also have noticed your salary
increasing along with recognition and other job conditions. Michael Power reports on this year’s salary survey.
By Michael Power

F

or yet another year, it appears that many of
you are making a bit more money. As Canada’s
economy continues to pull out of recession, the
average salary of the country’s supply chain professional has hit $82,800. That’s up from $81,000
in 2010 and $78,100 in 2009.
These are some of the results from the 2011
supply chain salary survey which, for the fourth
year in a row, MM&D and Purchasingb2b magazines have produced in partnership with the
Purchasing Management Association of Canada
(PMAC) to glean information from those in the
profession. The survey questionnaire—fielded this
summer to PMAC members and supply chain
18

professionals who subscribe to MM&D and Purchasingb2b—drew 1,567
responses, giving us a large pool of data from which to bring you the following report on wages, satisfaction and more.
Sex and the salary
The average salary of the supply chain professional in 2011 was $82,800, up
2.2 percent from last year’s $81,000. Those with larger paycheques appear
to be more satisfied with their salaries. For those who listed themselves as
“Very/Somewhat Satisfied” with their pay, the average salary was $90,700.
Meanwhile, those who considered themselves “Not Very/Not at All Satisfied”
had a salary of $64,500 on average.
The average salary for men fell to $88,300 this year, down from $93,600 in
2010—a 5.7-percent drop. The drop comes a year after men’s average salary
on average rose a whopping $10,000 (up from $83,600 in 2009). But women’s
salaries continue to rise, with the average salary in 2011 topping $74,600.
That represents a 4.6-percent rise from $71,300, reported last year.
MM&D | September/October 2011

Fig 1: Five-year salary overview

Fig 2: Mean Salary by Sex and Years of Experience
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Fact: In the next two years, 39 percent of respondents plan to be working in the same job,
down from 43 percent in 2010. Meanwhile, 36 percent said they plan to get promoted
within the same organization and 25 percent plan to be working with another organization.
Five percent plan to retire.
Fig 3: Mean Salary by Classification
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Overall, the average salary for men ($88,300) was 18.4-percent
higher than that for women ($74,600). Across the board, women
had lower salaries on average than men regardless of years experience. Women with five or less years pulled in $60,600 (although up
9.7 percent from $55,200 in 2010), while men with the same experienced earned $68,500 which is up slightly—just 0.1 percent—from
$68,400 in 2010. After 16 to 20 years on the job, women averaged
$72,600—$76,900 in 2010 for a 5.6-percent difference—while men’s
average salary towered over that amount at $90,800. That means
men in that category earned 25.1-percent more than the women.
Salaries rose along with the education and position, respondents
reported. Executives topped the list at $140,000—down 14.9 percent
from the $164,600 reported in 2010—while managers pulled in
$93,300 annually. Perhaps surprisingly, the average salaries of
respondents with an MBA dropped 10.9 percent to $98,700 this
year, down from $110,800 in 2010. There was also a drop for supply
chain professionals working in manufacturing. In 2010, those
professionals earned $83,500, while this year saw them take home
$75,400—a difference of $8,100 or 9.7 percent.
Organizations with 5,000 or more workers saw supply chain
salaries drop from $94,100 in 2010 to $93,800 this year, 0.3 percent.
Also experiencing a drop were companies with 250 to 499 employees, with salaries falling 2.5 percent from $80,700 in 2010 to
$78,700 this year.
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Fig 4: In your opinion,
what are the top skills you
need to do your job today?
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Those working on a professional SCMP designation saw their salary
jump 3.0 percent from $67,200 on average in 2010 to $69,200 this year. When
asked about the importance of a professional designation, 77 percent of
PMAC member respondents said it was important to get ahead in their jobs.
For non-PMAC members, 62 percent said it was important.
PMAC members took a more positive view of the availability of supply
chain jobs. In total, 71 percent said there were more jobs in supply chain than
five years ago (with 23 percent saying much more). That’s compared to nonPMAC members, 56 percent of which saw more jobs than five years ago.
Increased recognition
Supply chain professionals may also be getting even more recognition
within their organizations this year. Among those asked, 76 percent said
their companies have come to realize that business couldn’t function

Fact: Among respondents, 68 percent saw their base
salary (before taxes and other deductions) increase
in 2011. Another three percent said their base salary
decreased, while 26 percent reported it stayed the same.

You said: “As the supply chain
manager I have to be in touch with
all aspects of the business. I am now
part of the sales meetings as well as
the plant’s operations meetings.
That way, I can make sure my
decisions/actions are directly aligned
with the company’s objectives and
that hurdles are overcome as quickly
as possible.”
without supply chain management professionals.
That’s up from 71 percent who responded the
same last year.
Supply chain also seems to be attracting
increased recognition from the C-suite, with 71
percent saying that during the last year the supply
chain role has increased in influence with senior
management. That’s up from 57 percent in 2010.
For 2011, 45 percent said they have influence at
the C-level, up from 39 percent in 2010.
The economy seems to have affected how recognized respondents felt within their organizations, with 76 percent saying they agree that the
current economic environment has made their
skills and experience more appreciated.
Comparatively, 20 percent said they disagree.
However, 56 percent said they agree that their
compensation hadn’t kept pace with their job
responsibilities, and 40 percent disagreed.
This year, 39 percent said they planned to be
working in the same job in the next two years,
down from 43 percent in 2010. As well, 36 percent
said they planned on getting promoted within the
same organization while 25 percent said they
would be working with another organization. Six

Want more details on
the salary survey?
Sign up now for our webinar!
See the results presentation and take part in a Q&A with PMAC
president Cheryl Paradowski, MM&D and Purchasingb2b editor
Michael Power and a panel of supply chain recruiters and HR specialists.
November 15, 2011, 12:00 pm – 1:00 pm Eastern time
Register at: www.pmac.ca/2011SalarySurvey

Fig 5: Mean salary by
geographic region
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Fact: A total of 79
percent of respondents
said their organization
pays for education courses,
while 71 percent paid for
membership in professional
associations; 63 percent
paid for professional
certification programs.
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percent said they would be changing careers and
five percent said they would be self-employed or
consulting. When asked why they saw themselves
working at another organization in the next two
years, 54 percent said the availability of higher
compensation, as compared to 52 percent in 2010
who said the same.
The big issues
The top supply chain issue respondents faced during the last year was cost control, with a total of
61 percent mentioning it as their top concern,
Going forward, 57 percent saw it as their main

concern over the next 12 months. That’s a jump from last year, when 46
percent answered likewise. A total of 39 percent said supplier relationship
management would be their top concern in the next 12 months, up from
34 percent in 2010. Risk management came in third at 31 percent, a rise
from last year’s 23 percent. Environmental responsibility and sustainability
was the top concern of 18 percent of respondents over the last 12 months,
while 31 percent saw it as their primary supply chain concern over the next
12 months. In 2011, 80 percent said the sustainability practices of their
organization were important.
When answering about their levels of satisfaction regarding various
elements of their jobs, 98 percent ranked competitive salary as important—
the same as 2010—with 71 percent saying it was “very important.” As well,
27 percent ranked salary as “somewhat important.” Meanwhile, 69 percent
Fig 7: Mean Salary by Education

Fig 6: Mean Salary by Industrial Sector
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You said: “Today’s SCM professional has to be very versatile, with a host of complementary
skills, be comfortable with international purchasing (different cultures) and not afraid
of computers and other e-tools.”
2010

2011
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Fig 8: Do you have
influence at the C-level?
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Fig 9: Mean Salary by Number of Company Employees
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To do well in supply chain, 28 percent ranked people skills at
the top. But that’s down from 33 percent who said the same in
2010. Next in line were negotiation skills at 13 percent (down
from 17 percent in 2010) and followed by a new category this
year—strategic leadership—also at 13 percent. Decision making
ranked at 12 percent and analysis was cited by nine percent of respondents.
In conclusion, salaries have gone up, along with the recognition supply
chain professionals receive from their organizations. The majority—87

$69,200

20,000

Less than 50

of respondents said they were “satisfied” with their salaries.
In total, 17 percent said they were “very satisfied” while 52
percent answered they were “somewhat satisfied.” A total of
22 percent said they were “not very satisfied” and eight percent
were “not at all satisfied.”
Ninety-six percent said a healthy work/life balance was
important, with 82 percent satisfied with that balance; 91
percent said support for career and professional development
was important and 72 percent were satisfied with that support.
Job security was important to 91 percent of respondents. The
percentage of those who said they were satisfied with that
security was 87 percent. Vacation time was important to 93
percent. Most of you also saw on-the-job influence as important,
at 95 percent.
Relationships with one’s superiors ranked high among
respondents, with 96 percent saying it was important and 63
percent saying “very important.”

percent—said you were satisfied with your jobs
overall. The future once again looks bright for
supply chain professionals.
MM&D

You said: “It has become a much more professional field to be in. Therefore, the demand for
a higher level of skills is required in today’s workforce. Salaries are starting to rise again based
on experience and education.”
22
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WHERE SUPPLY
CHAIN SOLUTIONS
ARE MOVING
To move your business forward, you need to stay on top of the latest technologies and innovations for the supply
chain, logistics and distribution industries. And there’s no better place to do it than at MODEX 2012, the industry’s
newest expo designed to help you:
• See, ﬁrsthand, the latest solutions from over 500 world-class suppliers
• Connect and network with industry peers
• Learn the latest trends and technologies from leading experts in three keynote addresses, over 70 show-ﬂoor seminars
and collocated educational partner events
• Gain valuable insights into manufacturing and distribution solutions for all areas of the supply chain
At MODEX 2012, you will see solutions and ﬁnd answers. Attending MODEX 2012 is your best opportunity to make
connections that will position your company for future success.
Now is the time to streamline your operations, improve visibility, maximize efﬁciency and cut costs. Now is the time
for MODEX 2012 – be there!

REGISTER TODAY FOR MODEX 2012

Visit www.modexshow.com to learn more and register for free admission
to the MODEX 2012 exhibits and educational conference.
Sponsored by:

10124-MHIA MDX_Attnd_Spply_MMD.indd 1

Find us on:

Use your smartphone
code reader to learn more:
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The Konstant Group has the most
extensive selection of product storage
equipment and accessories available in
Canada. Large or small we can provide
the best solution for your requirements
> Structural and Roll Formed Racking
> Shelving
> Mezzanines
> Carton/Pallet Flow
> Cantilever
> Push Back
> Drive-In
> Pick Modules
> Security Partitions
> Wire Mesh Decks
> Rack Safety Equipment

Tel: 905-337-5720
Toll Free: 1-800-461-6660
www.econorack.com

Alberta: 403-720-6900
British Columbia: 604-522-7166
Maritimes: 902-468-2127
Ontario: 905-337-5710
Toll Free: 1-866-473-3472
www.redirack.com

Tel: 514-871-3811
Toll Free: 1-877-877-7225
www.technirack.com
The Konstant® Group of Companies

Lift Truck Showcase

Lift off

Warehouse and DC managers now have a hand in shaping
trends in forklift manufacturing
while the automated vehicle hasn’t launched yet “It’s going to be a game
changer for distribution and material handling.”
n tough economic times, no department or
Devlin says there will be an automated forklift truck with a couple of
division in a business is left unaffected. All models, such as an automated pallet jack and an automated tow tractor.
departments revisit their processes and systems The units will use Seegrid’s vision guided technology, but will be Raymond
to determine how to make them more efficient. branded and supported. Devlin explains that DC managers had been
This has never been truer for materials asking for trucks that were operator-optional.
handling.
The automated forklift truck can be integrated into a warehouse or
As DC managers look for ways to lower costs distribution centre quickly. When an operator drives it through a facility
and move more product efficiently, they often with the vision-guided system, the truck learns the individual steps of
look to their suppliers to provide solutions. the operation it will be performing, such as transporting a pallet of
And forklift truck manufacturers have taken goods from one location to another within a warehouse. Raymond says
heed. DC managers have asked for more auto- the automated forktruck can replace manned vehicles in various waremation, more electric options and more effi- house, distribution, manufacturing and process industries, automating
ciency overall, and they’ve got it. Here’s a look repetitive tasks.
at some of what’s now available.
Electric
Automation
Another trend is the
Automation in the forklift truck industry has shift to electric forklift
been the biggest trend in the last several years. trucks. Kay Devlin,
And, according to Maria Schwieterman, marketing manager for
“Automation is going to play a big role in the Cat Lift Trucks, says
future of the lift truck industry as well.” the shift has been an
Schwieterman, who is product marketing man- ongoing trend mainly
ager for Class II and Crown Insite, points to to do with “the cost of
Crown Equipment Corporation’s new QuickPick running the truck, corRemote Advance system as an example. The porate social responsicompany launched QuickPick Remote this year. bility, government
The system uses task-automating technolo- environmental requiregies to simplify workflow and improve the ments. Companies are
picking process. Users can press a button on looking at their emis- Cat Lift Trucks series of electric trucks offer lower energy
a wireless transceiver glove and remotely sions and looking at consumption and low-maintenance components.
advance the forklift to the next pick location. electric as an option.”
The technology can virtually eliminate the
Devlin says Cat Lift offers an 80-volt Cat Electric Pneumatic EP which
need to return to the operator’s compartment can lift from 3,000 to 10,000lb. Previously electric lift trucks could only
while picking. Crown says the technology can lift up to 6,000lb. The trucks can also work inside and outside.
reduce by up to 70 percent the number of steps
Devlin says the series of trucks also operate much like internal comorder selectors take on and off the platform.
bustion (IC) lift trucks, which was a concern they heard from DC manAt The Raymond Corporation, the company agers. “More of our customers needed electric trucks, but didn’t want to
collaborated with Seegrid to develop an auto- lose performance,” says Devlin. She adds Cat Lift’s 80-volt series is either
mated lift truck that uses vision guided tech- equal to or better in performance than IC trucks.
nology by Seegrid. Frank Devlin, Raymond’s
Linde Material Handling North America Corporation offers electric
marketing manager, advanced technology, says forktrucks with a capacity of 3500 to 4000lb.
By Deanna Rosolen

I
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Mark Roessler,
Linde’s
general
product manager,
says the trucks have
a new motive power
concept. The drive
axle includes the lift
motor and all electrical power modules along with the
standard twin drive
Linde 346 series electric trucks are ideal for tough applications
motors, reduction
and come with Linde’s new drive axle.
gears and maintenance-free brakes.
Combined with intelligent electronic controls, the system allows highperformance without the energy drain of long power cables. The trucks
require maintenance every 1,000 hours and feature automation deceleration, dual independent control systems, quick battery change, fast acceleration and control levers built into the armrest.

“It brings a new clarity to what’s going on in
the warehouse,” he says. Once users have the
information, they can generate reports and
benchmark lift truck and operator productivity,
diagnose potential lift truck issues remotely and
optimize lift truck capital and maintenance costs.
The iBattery module helps users maintain
lift truck battery fleets. It can automatically
notify managers of key battery statistics, such
as charge/discharge cycles, high and low temperatures, and low battery water levels, all of
which can prolong the life of the battery to its
full cycle. This can lead to increased uptime
and reduced cost.

Efficiency
DC managers have also been asking manufacturers for ways to reduce
costs, increase return on investment and improve productivity. In response,
manufacturers have released new tools and programs. At Crown, for
instance, DC managers have the option of buying used forklift trucks
through the company’s reNEWed lift trucks program.
Through Encore, Crown offers a line of trucks that are fully remanufactured and offer long-term performance. They can reuse materials and still
maintain each truck’s original performance. DC managers can “improve
their bottom lines without a lot of investment,” Schwieterman says .
Crown also offers its new RM 6000 forklift. What makes this truck
unique, says Schwieterman, is it can reach up to 505in and deliver 1,000lb
more capacity at height. The RM 6000 is also the industry’s first narrowaisle reach truck with a MonoLift mast. For distribution centres, it means
they can save money building up, rather than spending more to build out.
This year, Crown also launched the next generation of its forklift fleet iWarehouse from Raymond Coporation can help DC managers
management system, called InfoLink 3.0. This version comes with features analyze real-time truck data and send it to any desktop in
designed to improve customer productivity and reduce costs. It’s equipped the world.
with six dashboards covering key areas of operator and fleet performance.
It uses colour-coded opportunity indicators that provide managers with
Cat has launched a new lift truck cost cala look at whether their trucks meet established goals (green), require culator tool called Lift Truck Cost Comparison
attention (yellow) or need immediate action (red). The new productivity Tool. This is a free web resource that evaluates
dashboard reports metrics such as average lift-travel time per log-in hour, the total cost savings between electric alternataverage speed, average travel distances and operator log-in status. The ing current (AC) and internal combustion (IC)
system works with both electric and IC forklifts.
lift trucks. The tool will factor in a lift truck’s
The Raymond Corporation offers its iWarehouse system and iBattery, total cost of ownership with return on investwhich is a module for iWarehouse. iWarehouse is an enterprise fleet manage- ment to allow users to identify the most costment solution for warehouse and DC managers. It allows them to collect and efficient lift truck solution for their materials
analyze real-time truck data to maximize fleet productivity and reduce costs. handling needs. The tool is open to the public
Devlin says iWarehouse retrieves information from trucks and can and allows for real-time graph updates as inforsend it to any desktop around the world.
mation changes.
MM&D
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Racking right

Reducing warehouse size with high-density racking

S

implicity is a virtue in designing a green facility, and using high-density
storage systems is a tested method to reduce DC size.
In the design of pallet storage systems, there’s a conflict between product
access and the need to maximize capacity. Most systems achieve success by
eliminating storage aisles. In a conventional single-pallet-deep selective racking system, storage aisles account for half of the usable space. By eliminating
aisles, usable storage capacity is increased and building size reduced.
Items with the largest product per SKU in terms of pallets are the best
for high-density storage. A key design issue is the amount and type of order
picking. If only full-pallet order selection or handling is required, there’s
limited need for designated order-picking slots. Common high density
storage systems include: Bulkpile or block storage; double-deep racking;
drive-in or drive-through racking; pushback racking; and flow racking.
The number of standard unit loads that can be stored vertically varies
among systems, since two of the systems—pushback and flow racking—use
a sloped rail to take the pallet to the front of the rack face. Double-deep
pallet racks also require more clearance.
Unlike other high-density systems that use racking for vertical storage, block
or bulkpile systems depend on the pallets’ stacking capacity and the unit load
contents. This limits the application to ceiling heights of 20ft or less.
Differences in the way high-density storage systems operate affect the
capacity and selectivity of each system. In three systems—double-deep,
pushback and flow racking—the lift truck remains at the access aisle. For
double-deep racking, a specialized truck with an extendible fork puts the
pallet into the second storage position, but the storage system is limited to
a maximum of two pallets deep. With block storage and drive-in racking
the lift truck must make a right angle turn to the storage aisle and enter the
storage lane or tunnel to retrieve stored pallets.

through racking. It’s twice as expensive as double
-deep racking and can be stored many pallets deep.
In terms of total cost—including the building—it’s
competitive with double-deep storage.
Drive-in racking can be used with standard
lift trucks and is similar to bulk pile storage. But
it doesn’t have the same stacking height limitation.
Pushback and flow racking pallets are automatically indexed to the pick face once a pallet is
removed. This indexing speeds up pallet putaway
and removal particularly at upper rack levels.
One SKU at a time
Both drive-in and bulk pile racking are limited to
one SKU per storage lane or tower. Pushback and
flow racking can have a different SKU for each
level. The greater number of SKUs to be stored in
a drive-in system means there are a greater number
of empty slots compared to a pushback system.
This results in 10 to 20 percent lower occupancy
than with a pushback or flow rack system.
With flowrack or pushback, a slope is needed
to provide the indexing that conveys the pallet to
the rack face. This can decrease usable vertical
heights particularly in deeper systems of five or
more pallets.

Pricey pushback
Compared to other high-density storage options
Mixing it up
pushback racking provides the following considAll high-density storage systems risk mixing different types of pallets (dif- erations. It’s twice as expensive on a per-pallet
ferent SKUs or lot or date codes) required within the same storage channel. position basis and limited to six pallets deep.
For drive-in and bulkpile storage, the storage channel is the entire vertical Compared to flow racking it’s half the price on a
tower that a lane or tunnel forms. For the other three systems, selectivity per-pallet position basis. Pushback racking is also
is increased by the number of vertical levels because each level functions capable of multiple system design options in the
as a separate storage channel.
vertical plane.
With bulk pile or block storage, pallets or unit loads are stored on top
Compared to flow racking it’s less expensive,
of each other without the use of support racking. Unlike most storage even compared to the newer bearingless systems.
systems this one has few fixed elements except for building columns and But in an order-picking application, picking and
aisle lighting.
restocking happen in the same aisle, compared
In terms of cost-per-pallet, double-deep storage is the cheapest (rack cost to flow racking where picking and restocking take
only) form of high density racking system because it uses standard racking. place in different aisles. While flow racking is the
It’s limited to a maximum doubling of storage density over regular racking most expensive, it’s the only system that provides
and requires specialized deep reach forktruck equipment. Like the majority first in first out (FIFO) storage.
MM&D
of high-density storage systems, double-deep racking is a last-in-first-out
(LIFO) based storage system.
Dave Luton (dluton@cogeco.ca) is a consultant
The next most expensive high-density storage system is drive-in or drive- in the greater Toronto area.
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What are you worth?

A look at what’s affecting salaries in 2012

A

s we approach this fiscal year’s fourth quarter
and tackle budget projections for next year,
results from 2011 will likely dictate the direction
of employment numbers, wages, purchasing patterns and stock values. While Canada boasts
stronger labour market numbers than the US and
other countries, there is evidence the business
world still isn’t hitting the prosperity targets it’s
aiming for. Given the lagging global recovery,
career opportunities and salary increases for supply chain professionals may be limited.
The 2010 MM&D salary survey showed 37 percent of respondents experienced no salary increase,
while 10 percent actually took a decrease. The
remaining 53 percent of respondents may have
also been part of the 67 percent of those who
reported lack of satisfaction with their salaries.
No matter how many jobs have been lost to the
weak economy of the past few years, supply chain
professionals who hold designations earn more
than those without qualifications, and probably
stand a better chance of keeping those jobs.
Job competition might rise given increased interest from those trying to find work in Canada. Recent
news reports highlight the trend of US residents
looking north for jobs, a shift from when Canadians
sought better income and options in the US.
Between 2008 and 2011, applications for temporary
work permits by US citizens more than doubled.
Job shortage and skill shortage
While many Canadian firms are still feeling the
recession, it’s not surprising the truck driver shortage continues to be a challenge for carriers, private
fleets and the shippers that rely on them. Leading
transportation service providers have had to do
more outreach and use more outsourced labour.
Perhaps the market slowdown, increased Customs
enforcement and chronically low wages have
flushed out a large portion of the driver population. New Canadians have been entering the trucking industry and picking up positions from those
retiring or making career changes.
It’s good news that the demand for materials handling equipment has seen a 17-percent jump, according to the Material Handling Institute of America.
The demand for transport trucks and trailers has
MM&D | September/October 2011

also increased. With equipment procurement on the rise and with an increasing
backlog, capacity limits are adding pressure to distribution and transportation
to meet output expectations.
Companies are looking for ways to stay lean, and added costs of overtime,
equipment rental and cartage or expedite service have affected financial performance goals. Truck manufacturers report a major rebound in demand, citing
the backlog of orders at a four-year high. There’s also a projected 300,000 trucks
due for production—up from 200,000 in 2010.
Many carriers are struggling to keep their fleets rolling, their drivers
retained and, most important, their bottom lines in the black. Growth by
acquisition has been vital for many Canadian firms such as Transforce,
Con-Trans and Mullens. With smaller operators being bought up and other
privately owned carriers liquidating, the trucking industry should see rates
climb as the ratio of carriers-to-shippers drops.
Not clear sailing, yet
Many mid- and upper-management roles have been eliminated and in terms
of salary expectations for 2012, it appears more companies are struggling
to justify increases. There are early signs of the things picking up and some
industries are thriving, such as oil production, healthcare, mining and
renewable energy. But the retail, grocery and automotive sectors still struggle
to regain stronger sales and profits.
Those entering supply chain professions or thinking about their next
career move might consider industries that are surviving and show promise
of stability. It’s difficult to tackle salary negotiations when your employer
is forced to make major changes like downsizing. Job retention alone might
be an acceptable goal for supply chain professionals. No matter what your
level—executive, management, supervisor or support staff—keeping your
skills sharp, being flexible and adaptable and making sound decisions will
help in the long run.
If you’re not in a position to negotiate a salary increase with your current
employer there may be other benefits that are available and worth exploring.
Alternatives to pay increases might include extra vacation time, flexible
work hours, telecommuting or the use of a mobile office. Also potentially
on the table are goodies like tuition coverage for professional development,
specialized training, performance bonuses, executive retreats and additional
coverage in health or pension plans.
Using salary survey information is a great tool to help justify suggested
increases for those who work for you. Most companies have a framework
for salary levels, but the use of industry information on market value for
supply chain positions is a valuable tool to stay competitive.
Top talent is critical for all companies. The price point for a keen-minded,
solution-focused critical thinker is always up for discussion, regardless of
economic climate.
MM&D
Tracy Clayson (tracy@in-transit.com) is managing partner, business
development, of Mississauga, Ontario-based In Transit Personnel.
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Legal Link | Marvin Huberman

To sue or not to sue
A

Tips to help decide if litigation is right for you

braham Lincoln declared: “Discourage Litigation. Persuade your neighbours to compromise whenever you can. Point out to them how the
nominal winner is often the real loser—in fees, expenses and waste of time.”
As well, the French philosopher, Voltaire said, “I was ruined twice: once
when I lost a lawsuit, and once when I won.”
But we need to understand these statements. Don’t disputing parties
have a right to go to court and have an independent, disinterested judge or
jury decide their fate and create a binding legal precedent? Isn’t it precisely
the foundation of our adversarial system of litigation where two or more
disputants who are often extremely uncooperative—even hostile to the
other—present their cases to a decision-maker who considers the evidence
and arguments and proclaims one side victorious?
Indeed, the courts are where truth and falsehood are engaged in mortal
combat: where truth will successfully emerge, and where justice will be
served, thereby benefiting society as a whole. So why should adversarial
litigation not be encouraged? And why can’t the goals of the adversarial
system of litigation be achieved in every case?

Many corporations and individuals prefer to avoid
such public exposure. This in turn avoids the risk
of adverse public opinion when it comes to their
legal matters.
Winners and losers: In a litigated case, a third
party such as a judge or jury renders a decision
that declares one of the parties the winner.
Meanwhile, that means the other party is the loser.
But where the parties resolve the dispute on their
own terms, they can structure a win-win solution.
This solution can more creative, more flexible and
sensitive to the needs of both parties than a traditional litigated outcome.

Think strategically
Deciding whether litigation or an alternative dispute resolution process is right for you as a method
The realities of litigation
for dealing with a dispute requires you to make
There are several reasons why
a strategic decision. To make such a decision, it’s
traditional adversarial litigation
wise to do the following:
may not be right for you.
• Investigate the facts, formulate the issues, and
define the problem;
Cost: Litigation typically costs
• Identify your goals and objectives and prioritize
more than resolving a dispute
them;
through the disputing parties’
• Generate alternative courses of action and posown efforts, with or without the
sible solutions;
help of lawyers. Disputants can
• Assess the costs and benefits of each course of
also look to a mediator or other
action according to how well they satisfy your
expert who can help with a fair
objectives;
resolution of the dispute. As
• Consider your financial situation, risk profile,
Voltaire said and others have
as well as social and psychological makeup; and
agreed, winners of lawsuits are often losers in terms of paid out legal fees and • Make your decision using the most appropriate
disbursements, other expenses, wasted time, not to mention increased stress
dispute resolution process. These can include
and frustration, as well as ruined personal and business relationships.
negotiation, mediation, or adjudication (such as
through a judge, jury, or arbitrator).
Risk: Trial decisions are inherently uncertain, and jury trials unpredictable,
There is a time to negotiate, a time to mediate,
compared to negotiated settlements or those that are mediated.
and a time to litigate. There is also a time to walk
away—or even run—from a dispute. The key to
Delay and inefficiencies: More often than not, litigation does not lead to making the decision regarding which is most approan expeditious, efficient or cost-effective resolution of the dispute. Delay priate is to have the practical judgment to know,
and the costs that it brings are inherent in the trial process.
or seek professional advice, regarding the right
time (as well as the wrong time) for each. MM&D
Public exposure and lack of confidentiality: Unlike private dispute resolution processes such as negotiation and mediation (which are confidential) Marvin Huberman, LLM (www.marvinhuberman.
court proceedings are generally conducted under the gaze of the public eye. com), is a Toronto lawyer, mediator and arbitrator.
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CAN A lift truCk liVE fOrEVEr?
The closer it gets, the better your return on investment,
so the formula’s simple: get the best equipment you can
right up front, and service it properly — keep it working
for as long as possible.
Improve your bottom line. Call us and we’ll provide a
complete solution, from the wheels up.

toll-free: 877-469-2529
www.wajax.ca

We make the shipper’s life
easier with SAP Technology

At Axsun, we invest in our business, our business
relationships and the people who make our
business successful.

Intermodal

With Axsun, customers experience a seamless set of integrated, cross-functional

Drayage

business processes that make the management of their supply chain easier.
The overall benefits are extensive and are a direct result of these “SAP based”
improvements to our operations which include:
• Improved alignment of strategies and operations in real time to access and
identify concerns early and implement proactive solutions
• Improved operational efficiency and productivity within and beyond operations
• Reduced costs through increased flexibility and well defined processes
• Increased financial control through deep visibility and business analytics

Take control with AXSUN!
Montreal: 1.888.99.AXSUN (29786)
toronto: 1.888.40.AXSUN (29786)

Highway

Warehousing
Global freight

